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The University of Chicago Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Clicko: The Wild
Dancing Bushman, Neil Parsons, Alexander McCall Smith, During the 1920s and '30s, Franz Taibosh whose stage name was Clicko - performed in front of millions as one of the stars of the Ringling
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus. Prior to his fame in the United States, Taibosh toured the
world as the 'Wild Dancing Bushman', showing off his frenzied dance moves in freak shows,
sideshows, and music halls from Australia to Cuba. When he died in 1940, the "New York Times"
called him 'the only African bushman ever exhibited in this country'. In "Clicko", Neil Parsons
unearths the untold story of Taibosh's journey from boyhood on a small farm in South Africa to top
billing as one of the travelling World's Fair Freaks. Through Taibosh's tale, Parsons brings to life the
bizarre golden age of entertainment as well as the role that the dubious new science of race played
in it. Beginning with Taibosh's early life, Clicko untangles the real story of his ancestry from the web
of myths spun around him on his rise to international stardom. Parsons then chronicles the
unhappy middle...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a well worth reading through. Its been designed in an
exceptionally straightforward way which is simply right after i finished reading this book where basically changed me, change the way i think.
-- Adr ien Robel
Very useful to all class of individuals. It is amongst the most awesome publication i actually have read through. You will like just how the blogger create this
pdf.
-- Lisa Ja cobs
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